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Summary

In practical applications of the Markowitz-Sharpe portfolio selec-
tion algorithm the proxy used as a surrogate for the common market factor
becomes an important question. Some preliminary investigations by Smith
indicated that stock market indexes performed quite closely in the model
while other economic indexes resulted in "spurious" diversification on an

ex-ante basis. In this paper we compare the ex-ante diversification of
portfolios generated by existing popular market indexes with those gener-
ated by sets of simulated numbers of a structured process. Further, the
ex-post performance of the two categories of portfolios is contrasted with
that of the market. It is found that indexes which are weakly related to

the universe of securities result in superfluous diversitication, while
ex-post performance of either type of portfolio is statistically not
distinguishable. It is also shown that both types of portfolio yield better
ex-post results than investment in the market .





EFFICIENT PORTFOLIOS AND SUPERFLUOUS DIVERSIFICATION

Introduction

In this study, .alternative real and simulated market indexes arc

examined as proxies for the "common factor" required by the Sharpe port-

folio selection model [13]. The ex post performance of efficient

and well diversified portfolios generated by the Tuodel based on the

different indexes is compared. The results indicate no significant

difference in performance between real and simulated indexes, although

the degree of diversification is much lower for portfolios based on

indexes which relate well to the universe of securities. It is also

shown that portfolios which are selected according to the Sharpe model

(regardless of the index) outperform strategies which call for investing

in the market portfolio.

In a companion paper, Frankfurter [6] has shown that two existing

stock market indexes and an index tailored to a specific sample of

A -major assumption of the Sharpe diagonal model is "that the returns of
various securities are related only through common relationships with some
basic underlying factor." [31, p. 281]. Sharpe' s original equation ex-
presses the idea that security returns are determined solely by "random
factors and this single outside element." [II, p. 281] as follows:

VL
±

=» A
±
+ B.I + C

± ; t - 1, 2...T; i * 1, 2...N

The above is often written in sample space as:

it i i nit it

where:

R.
. . r.. = the rate of return on security i at period t

it' it .

I
t « the level of the common underlying factor at time t

r - the rate of return on an observable market index at time t
mt

C. , c, are random disturbances with mean and variance Q. and q.,
it* it ^i M'

and A,, B
.

, a,, b. are constants.
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securitics performed equally well on an ex post basis, where performance

is measured in terms of mean realized return adjusted for risk. In other

words, the choice of index does not seem to matter in the context of the

Sharpe model. However, if portfolio management costs and transactions

costs associated with excess diversification are considered, systems that

generate "market portfolios" with fewer securities must be preferred [2,

p. 408], This paper, based on a comparison of four real indexes, and

four simulated indexes (generated from a multivariate process), fully

supports the results of [6]. Further, some additional insight is gained

concerning the algorithm's tendency to overdiversify biases and mis-

spec [fixations which we call "superfluous diversification."

In part II of the paper related research is discussed. Part III

examines characteristics of the real indexes and explains the simulation

procedure. Part IV describes the experiment, hypotheses, statistical

tests and results. Part V deals with the practical impact of the

findings and suggestions for further research.

II. Related Resea rch

Although the characteristics of stock market and other economic

indexes have been widely studied [3, 4, 5, 9, 11], little effort has

beer,, made to answer the question—which index is the "best." choice for

use in the Sharpe model. This may be due to the positive theory of

capital asset pricing currently in vogue, and to the tendency to accept

its implications as normative. In initially formulating his diagonal

model (which ic strictly normative), Sharpe used the average yield of

his security population as a measure of the index while in a later
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paper he used the Dow Jones Industrial Average [14, p. 328]. Others

have discussed the merits of geometric and arithmetic indexes in general

[11] i ^nd in a portfolio context [3] in particular.

In an earlier study, Smith evaluated the performance of three stock

market indexes and five general economic indexes based on their relative

ability to generate "true" (historical) covariance relationships among

2
securities. The results showed that the stock market indexes generated

more "...consistent covariance terms which carried through to close agree-

ment of the efficient frontiers which they generated." [14, p. 336]. And

while the economic indexes produced efficient frontiers that dominated the

frontiers produced by the stock market indexes, "...the observation of

dominance was really one of spurious diversification—and does not represent

valid opportunities available to an invest'?-." [14, p. 335].

Two observations appear apropos regarding the Smith results and

conclusions. First, portfolio selection is a procedure which is measured

in terms of purpose and outcome. It has been shown [8] that the Sharpe

algorithm performs better under conditions of uncertainty, especially

' with limited data than the Markowitz algorithm. Nothing is to be gained

therefore from comparing the historical ability of a given index to

reproduce Markowitz input factors. As Smith notes, the evaluation of

index performance based on relative ability to produce consistent

covariance terms "...does not guarantee that a portfolio generated by

an economic index will not outperform (ex post) comparable portfolios

using stock price indexes." [14, p. 336], In our opinion, the

question of ex post portfolio performance is foremost in the evaluation

2 V ,

In his study indexes were evaluated on the basis of how close they
reproduced the off-diagonal elements of the variance covariance matrix
of security returns.
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of the relative quality of an index in the Sharpe model context,

and this study is designed to do just that. Secondly, Smith used

the term "spurious" to describe diversification resulting from the use

of poor quality economic indexes and indicated that the dominant

efficient frontiers are not attainable since the Sharpe model is

roisspecif ied. There is enough evidence [7, 10], if not common sense,

indicating that in practice the Sharpe model is always misspecif ied.

The question is what is the result of this misspecification?

A major hypothesis of this study is that the Sharpe model compen-

sates for indexes which are poor proxies for the "common factor" among

securities by over diversifying. Further, ve argue that, even super-

fluously diversified portfolios generated by the Sharpe algorithm

3
should outperform the so called "market portfolio" on an ex post

basis. After all, a "market portfolio" is simply a new set of con-

straints imposed on (he original algorithm. If these constraints

arc efficient, the solution will be suboptimal to the original model,

unless some restrictive and quite unrealistic assumptions are made

[1, 12].

III. Stock Market Indexes: Real and Simulated

A. Ch a

v

act e r i s t i c

s

A wide variety of indexes are available for measuring and evaluating

stock price movements. Such indexes differ primarily as to population

3
We call the "market portfolio," a strategy which calls for investment
in every security in the market in any preconceived weighting scheme, i.e.,

equal weights, market value weights, or random weights.
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size, method of weighting component securities, and method of computing

the average. In this study, the Barron's 50 Stock Index (hereafter BSI),

the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJI), the Standard and Poor's 425

Industrial Average (SPI), and the Value Line 1400 Composite Average (VAL)

were chosen for analysis; primary consideration in choosing these indexes

were their differing characteristics and their ready availability for

relatively long time periods.

The characteristics of the above indexes are well-known, and will not

be discussed in detail here. It is sufficient for our purpose to note

that the BSI, DJI Pnd SPI indexes are constructed as arithmetic mean

indexes that differ primarily pg to population size and method of weighting.

The BSI and DJI are narrow based population indexes containing 50 and 30

stocks respectively, and are weighted (BSI) or unweighted (DJI) averages

of their component securities' prices. The SPI index includes 425

industrial securities and is a "base weighted" [9, p. 77] index, with

the importance of individual securities determined by the relative number

of shares outstanding. The VAL index includes 1400 stocks, and is the

only publicly available index computed as a geometric mean; it: thus

provides a basic contrast to the other three indexes in examining

results of the Sharpe portfolio selection model outputs.

B. Indexes - Real

Monthly rotes of return of the four real indexes were computed for the

period August 1963 through July 1975 (144 months) in the following manner.

Since a dividend scries is not published for the Value Line Index,
only price relatives were computed for that index.
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Index + Dividends m = 1,2, , 4

rV .
- -1 x 100?; t - 2, , 145

(t) T ,
m

Index

The first part of Table 1 summarizes mean returns and variances of the

real indexes based on the first 72 returns. The last 72 returns were saved

for ex post analysis.
Table 1

Index Mean Monthly Returns and Variances

Real"" Indexes" ~(8/63 - 7/69 ) Simulated Indexes'*
^"""

BSI DJI SPI VAL SIM I SIM II SIM III SIN IV

Index Kean .545 .563 .760 .555* .173 .379 .501 .699

Variance 13.716 10.921 10.542 16.380 13.352 .868 14.892 23.973

*Does r..ot include dividends. **Besults obtained for the simulation.

Before explaining the simulation procedure, several interesting relation-

ships rraong the real indexes deserve comment. Fur instance, there are

substantial differences in both the means and variances of these indexes. For

the given time span, the SPI and VAL (if dividends were considered) indexes

showed the higher means as compared to the smaller population BSI and DJI

indexes. On the other hand, VAL had the highest variance, perhaps due to

its larger population size. But in general, there appears to be no

strong relationship between size of mean and size of variance.

C_; Indexes - Simulated

In order to analyze the effect of the degree of association of the

index to the universe of securities we resorted to simulation. The only
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purposo of simulation is to generate a set of values for our observation

period which come from a structure similar to the structure which produced

the real indexes but is otherwise completely unrelated to the rates of

return of the universe of securities. That is, we try to preserve (although

not by parameters) the distributional properties of the process producing

the real indexes. Since we create a set of index numbers which is not at

all related to real securities by a priori logic, the linear model is mis-

specified, at least to this extent. We are not comparing therefore mildly

related economic indicators with strongly related stock market indexes (as

Smith does); instead, we are comparing non-related Index numbers with

widely used stock market performance measures.

Although a large number of processes might be chosen for generating

simulated index values, the multivariate normal process was preferred for

this study. The advantages of the multivariate process include the fact

that it is a clearly specified process, the required input.'-, can be easily

manipulated in testing various alternatives, and computer routines for

generating values derived from, the process are readily available, and

well adapted. The strps involved in the generation of the simulated index

values are explained below.

A quadro-var late normal structure was developed from four simulated

means, four variances, and six correlation coefficients. The means and

variances were random drawings from a uniform distribution of the range

0.0 to 1.0 (means) and 3.0 to 25.0 (variances). The mean and variance

values so generated are shown above in the second part: of Table 1.

The uniform distribution was used in order to give an equal chance to any
Value within the range to serve as the parameters of the simulated process.
The generated mean and variance values differ somewhat from the random
drawings since the process was simulated ior only 72 periods.
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Next, six correlation coe^; _ its wert randomly selected from a

uniform distribution of the range 0,0 to 1.0. These correlation terms

arc shown in Table 2 as pari, of tl . .... Lation matrix for the

real and simulate', indexes, Tl well documented high

correlations among the real indexes [9]. Wc also note that the simulated

indexes ace weakly negatively correlated with the real indexes.

Table 2

Correlation Matrix: Real and Simulated Indexes

P.SI DJI SPI VAL SIM I SIM II SIM III SIM IV

11SI 1. .902 .877 .887 .026 .026 -.102 ••.052

DJI 1. .960 .875 -.0?.! -.050 -.179 -.129

SPI 1. .905 -.028 -.070 -.197 -.14 5

VAL 1. .025 -.048 -.188 -.109

SIM I 1. .44 7 .310 .780

SIM II 1. .893 .846

SIM III ] . .836

SIM IV 1.

Next, the mean and variance values were randomly matched to form four pairs.

The vax'iance terms, along with the simulated correlation coefficients were

then used to create covariancc terisj; according to

iJ ij i J r x =-• 1 , , 3

3 - i + 1, , 4
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whcre d, . is the correlation coefficient of index 1 with index i,
ij

and o. , a. are the standard deviations of the indexes,
i 3

Finally, using the moans, and variance-covariance matrix as inputs

in the multivariate normal process, 72 simulated index rate of return

values were generated for each of the four indexes.

IV. hypothesis, Da ta Case and }^:~rcTx<ccni-.vl PesJ

In this section the ex_ post performance of portfolios using the

alternative indexes (as inputs) is examined. T^o separate questions

need to be answered:

(A) Is there any difference in ex post perforiiUin.ee of well diversified

portfolios selected according to the Sharj 1 using alternative

surrogates for the "comreon underlying factor?"

(B) Would the use of ex ante "poor" qualify indexes (indexes that show

very low average correlation with the universe of stocks) cause

"superfluous" diversification?

A. Ex Post Performance

The first question is analyzed in an Analysis of Variance, nested

2-way factorial design. Our design is i since any substantial

difference between one simulated index and another is due only to a

random chance. This nay not be the case for real indexes* Consider

the model

y .. = u + A, + fi, (l)
rij i j

i - 1,2

j

~~
J. s *- $ * • • ~y

r = 1,2,... 72
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wher e:

A. is the index effort (real or simulated)

6. is the individual effect of the A real indexes and the lumped
J effect of the simulated indexes

r - the number of replica ten.

Using model (1) the following hypothesis testing procedure is

convenient:

H
Q : There is no difference between any index (real or simulated)

.

Since the simulated indexes are sets of random numbers and there should

not be any difference among them, the nested design of (1) is convenient.

The alternate hypothesis is that there are differences among indexes.

Thus, if II.. can not be rejected, we must also conclude that there is no

difference betveen real and simulated indexes in terms of ex pfipjl portfolio

performance.

The security universe for the experiment consisted of 123 stocks of

companies with calendar fiscal years, selected from the Quarterly COMPUSTAT

Tape, for which month-end price and qua J terly dividend data were available

for 145 months (July 3 963 - July 3 975). After adjusting for stock splits

and stock dividends and spreading quarterly dividends equally over the

three months of the quarter, monthly rate::, of return were calculated ac-

cording to the equation:

i), +d, — p. .
1 kt kt 'kt-1

-1 x 100%
kt Pkt - 1

t - 2, 3,... 144
k = 1,2,... 123
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where:

J

kt
closing price at time t

cl, . = dividend at time t
kt

Rates of return of the real and simulated indexes were used as repressors

in the Equation

m , , m m
r, ,

= a, + b, r . -r e,
kt k k mt kt

(2)

where:

t = 2,3, , 73

m = 1, ,4,5, ,8

{real} {simulated}
k = 1,2, ...123

m , , m , . , ,

a, and b, are constants related to the rath index
k k

r . is the rate of return on the mth index in time t
mt

e' is a random disturbance associated with the kth firm and
kt

the mth index in time period t with mean and variance q, „
1

K.

Only the. first 72 rates of return were used for obtaining the constants

a , b ' and q
' by least squares procedures. The last 72 observations were

1 - I: AC

set aside for ex gost testing. This procedure is used for e_x post Verifi-

cation since there is enough evidence that well-diversified portfolio

returns are generated by a relatively stationary process; furthermore,

precision of estimation is of utmost importance for our purpose.

It should also be noted that the different, indexes resulted in sub-
stantially different parameter estimates of the Sharpe model. Also, the

estimates produced by the. simulated indexes had higher intercepts, lower
slopes and higher conditional variances. These results arc expected in

OLS estimation since the regression line "pivots" around the expected
returns, which arc the same for each security, and the simulated indexes
make a "poor" fit.
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Next, the corner portfolios of the Sharpe frontier of efficiency were

obtained using the eight sets of parameter inputs produced by the four real

and four simulated indexes. To test B._ well-diversified portfolios vere

chosen. The ex post performance of the corner portfolio closest to an expec-

ted monthly return of 1.4% (17% annualized) was calculated, using the set of

security weights included in that portfolio, and the lust 72 monthly obser-

vations of security returns. Table 3 summarizes the ex post versus expected

performance of these portfolios; for comparison purposes, the mean returns

and standard deviations of the market indexes arc again presentee!.

Some interesting results are noteworthy. First, the expected returns

based on the Sharpe model appear upward biased, and the standard deviations

downward biased. This is well expected, since previous studies [/, 8, 10]

pointed to these, biases both on empirical and theoretical grounds. Second,

there is a similarity in ex po s t performance between the portfolios based

on real versus simulated indexes. A third and striking observation is that

the Sharpe model portfolios, in general, appear to outperform the market

indexes. In all eight cases, the portfolios nominally outperformed the

market (BSI, DJI, SFI and VAL) in terms of average return. In several cases,

the risk associated with the average return is also nominally lower than

that of the market. The question of the superiority of Sharpe versus

market portfolios is considered further in part C below.

Table 4 summarizes the results of M using model (I) to test for

differences in ex post performance o^ pert folios generated by real and simu-

lated indexes. To account for possible ri;k differences, the ex post returns

were first standardized by dividing by the ex pj?s^ standard deviations.
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Table 3
a.

t +
Expected Versus Ex Fust Performance of Selected Portfolios

EFFICIENTLY DIVERSIF IED PORirOLTOS BASED ON ALTERNATIVE II.DEXES

:

BSI DJI SPI VAL SIM 1 SIM II SIM III SIM IV

Expected:

Return - % 1.437 1.407 1.334 1.431 1.453

Std Dev 2.325 2.262 2.255 2.382 .721

Ex Post

Return - % .866 .912 .795 .903 .567

Std Dev 4.822 4.869 4.645 4.629 5.758 5.757

// of Securities

in Portfolio: 28 29 28 21 122 121 111 118

1.455 1.412 1.401

.729 .844 .7 71

.567 .575 .571

5.757 5.644 5.658

"MARKET I'0R7FOLI0S" REPKESEtJTEP BY TE E REAL INDEXES AS PROXIES;

RSI DJI SPI VAL

Expected:

Return - % .545 .563 .760 .555

Std Dev 3.703 3.304 3.247 4.047

Ex Post-

Return - % .349 .486 .453 -.594*

Std Dev 5.305 4.894 4.692 6.936

+
Based on the first 72 data points (8/63 - 7/69)

Based on the last 72 data points (0/69 - 7/75)

* again excludes dividends
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Tabic 4

AKOVA Test for Difference in Ex Post Performance
Real versus Simulated Indexes

Sum of Mean
Source of Variation H*_Zjl Squares Square

Sharps Portfolio 1 .997 .997

(Real or Sim. Index)

Index Type and 6 .024 .004

Interaction (nested)

Within 568 567.912 1.000

TOTAL 575 568.933

F - .997 with 1,568 D. 1\

Tlie F value associated with H,. indicates that the hypothesis cannot

be rejected at the 1% level. There is no significant index type or

interaction effect.

B_._ Superfluous Diversification

While the two types of indexes apparently perform equally well, the

cost of achieving this performance is substantially different. Table 3

shows that the number of securities included in the portfolios differ

between the two types of indexes. The number of securities included in

the portfolios based on the real indexes ranged from 21 (VAL) to 29 (DJI),

while the portfolios based on the simulated Indexes contained between 111

to 122 (population = 123) securities in the came expected return portfolio,

about h times as many securities. It should be safe to say that for any

reasonable portfolio manager the number 29 is smaller than 111 without any

significance testing. Also note that the simulated index portfolios, while
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very much diversified, are not equivalent to the strategy that we. pre-

viously called a "market portfolio." The set of weights is unique, and

is the outcome of a well-known algorithmic solution.

It is possible, however, that the distribution of security weights

is not significantly different based on the two types of indexes. Perhaps

the additional securities included in the simulated index portfolios

represent only a small percentage of the total portfolio and hence the

distribution of security weights may not differ significantly between the

two index types. Table 5 shows, however, that this is apparently not the

case.

It seems that heavily favored securities based on real indexes are

not represented to the sane extent using simulated indexes. Further, the

two most favored securities with the real indexes arc not heavily favored

with the simulated indexes. The answer to question (B) stated in the

beginning of this section is therefore that "poor" quality indexes, which

may perform well ex post , generate portfolios which are unnecessarily

populated.

C. Sharpe Portfolios Versus Market Indexes

The ex. post: superiority of the Sharpe portfolios over the "market"

portfolios noted in Table 3 is scrutinized in more detail below. We test

the hypothesis of ex post performance differences between Sharpe efficient

and market portfolios and between tho index type (and the interaction between

these two) in a full factorial design. The portfolio effect (Sharpe. or

market) is one factor with two levels and index effect (BSI, DJI, SPI or VAL)

is the other factor with four levels. The null hypotheses arc:
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hn - There is no difference between the risk-adjusted ex P'"
1 -^

performance of. portfolios (where ex post returns are
standardized by ex post: standard deviation of returns).

2
}' There is no difference between the risk-adjusted e_; post

performance of indexes.

2
H„„ There is no interaction between portfolios and indexes.

The alternate hypotheses fire obviously that there are differences.

7
Table 6 shows the test results.

Table 6

A1J0VA Test for Difference in Standardized Returns
Ex Post Sharp e Portfolio Returns

vs.

Ex Post Market Portfolio Returns

Sum of Mean
Source o f Variation D. P . Squa res ^EPiL1

J

Portfolio 1 2.475 2.475
(Sharpe or Market)

Index Type 3 0.774 0.258

Interaction 3 1.088 0.3G2

Within 568 549.538 .967

Total 575 553.877

F = 2.56 with 1,568 D. F.

The AKOVA of Table 6 indicates that with an error of about 12/J the null

hypothesis (no differences in the portfolio effect) cannot be accepted.

Before running the test, the VAL e>: pes_t monthly returns were increased by

0.25 (3% annualized) to allow for dividends so as to be consistent with the.

other rcarket indexes and Sharpe portfolio results. Without the adjustment
for dividends the F value is 2.63 (or a about .105).
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Given the fact that for portfolio managers (as well as the authors) Eayesian

feelings ran high, and the. fact that one is better off with lower levels of

diversification up to the point of even chance, the risk of rejecting the

null hypothesis v;hen it is true is indeed very small. It should be empha-

sized that these results were obtained in spite of the fact that the cx_ post

period was heavily weighted by one of the worst market declines since the

Great Depression. In passing, we also mention that both the Type (index)

effect and the Interaction effect are very insignificant.

V. Conclusions

In this paper real and simulated stock market indexes were examined

as alternatives for the common factor of the Sharps portfolio selection

model. It was found that practically any number can be used as a proxy

for the Sharpe common factor, since ex post perfornance of the different

portfolios could not be considered as significantly different. The

a priori composition of portfolios on the. other hand was quite different

both in terms of diversification (the number of securities included in a

well diversified portfolio) and in terms of the percent investment in a

particular security. It seemrt that the level of diversification has an

Inverse relationship to the "relntcihiess" of the common factor to security

returns. It is therefore concluded tltafc "unrelated" indexes result in

super fIvors diversification, which can not be justified by ex post

performance.

If the marginal cost of unnecessary diversification is considered, it

is easy to see why portfolio managers and investors using the model should
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reach for indexes which will provide the most parsimonious eff i cient diver-

sification. Further, it seems that Sharpe efficient portfolios, regardless

of what factor is used to diagonalize the model, sufficiently outperform the

"market portfolios" as to convince a Bayesian portfolio manager betting on an

even chance for "Sharpe" or "Market". We emphasise that these conclusions are

based on the results of the two ANOVA models (Tables 4 and 6) and on the

sample data we had. Although there is evidence in [6] that these same

results may he expected over differing time periods- a caveat is in order

as it always is in the case of ex post empiricism.

In positive terms, the results indicate that there exists a small

subset of the universe of risky assets which _a priori as well as

S2i JB££*-£EiL2£i dominates the market. This lias been shown with a statistical

"'odel that is fashioned after the same principles of statistics by which

proponents of the Capital Asset Pricing Model attempt to prove that theory.

Consequently, we feel that we can question the empirical validity of a

theory thai", rests on somewhat unrealistic assumptions,

Normatively, the Sharpe model provides a useful vehicle for portfolio

decisionmaking. Since the model T s results are, at least , equivalent to

an "index portfolio" results, .the Sharpe selection procedure provides

a useful vehicle for this "new. financial product" recently advocated

[2], While portfolios generated by the model will definitely not out-

perform an index in each and every period, over time they will perform

as well as if not better than the popular market indexes. And this

performance is achieved with significantly lover start, up costs and

much lov>er transaction costs than investing in a popular market index.
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